
The YoYo Chain….

Registered marks and models.
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Sober,  beautiful,  ingenious,  efficient,  the  qualities  of  the  semi-precious  stones,  an  ancestral
tradition,  a  much  thought  about  and  much  tested  design...  These  two  pieces  of  jewellery
integrating the Yoni Eggs have been made using 950 silver by an artisan jeweller, in France, and
using the  MYRHA design.  All  the  pieces,  designed  conscientiously  and  with  love,  in  small
numbers, are formed and chiselled by hand.

With The YoniToy® and its complimentary YoYo Chain, here is the Yoni Eggs' guide revisited
and completed by a female designer...

More than an ergonomic  and naughty  SexToy,  more  than a  superb  Yoni Egg,  more than an
efficient  Kegel Exerciser,  more than sensual  Geisha Balls,  more than a fabulous intimate toy
jewel... The YoniToy® is all of these things rolled into one... and much more... 
A luxurious object of art which is at your service ladies, it should be lived!

Yoni, means The Place in Sanskrit... The Yoni is the woman's genitals. The vulva and the vagina
lead to the Temple, the uterus, which is the Sacred Place of Power of the Goddess Shakti. The
uterus, sound box of Feminine Power, is also an inter dimensional Passage, this is explained in by
Livre 2, La Matrice.( in French language)
A woman who has  had her uterus  removed with surgery,  through her  experiences  of sexual
energy, can keep a living and functional energetic uterus, for her physical, psycho-emotional and
spiritual health.

Toy: An object with which children have fun... Yes, just because sexuality is sacred doesn't mean
it can't be fun; quite the contrary,  we enter inter with Sacred Sexuality into a Play Area, the
spontaneity of a child filled with wonder discovering things  and discovering himself... PLAY
sensibly, this means disconnecting from one's beliefs and one's mental; yes, the capacity to PLAY
leads us to the Unknown, to go beyond preconceived ideas and energetic circuits which have
been locked out of habit.

The YoniToy® and The YOYO Chain®
For many years  now I have worked with the  Yoni Eggs,  I immediately offered them on my
website, because they are firm favourites  thanks to the practical help they bring to Women. This
together with the specific qualities of the stones that are used. (See the relative texts which can be
downloaded on the website.)

I then developed the  Magic Lingam®, fabulous due to it's versatility. For the entire body, for
inside and outside the genitals, the G-spot and the cervix. This is also thanks to the quality of the
stone. (See the relative texts which can be downloaded on the website.)

Next, from  The Yoni Eggs,  I  had the idea to create an efficient and precious intimate jewel,
which allows to feel and to work both inside and outside the genitals (including the G-spot), and
this at any time of day, and still including the special quality of the precious stones.
The presence of an intimate jewel, allowing work on the entire genital area, effective, all while
giving delicious sensations inside and out, quite discretely at any time of day, of course is not
possible with the Magic Lingam, nor with the Yoni Egg ( these two will allow other practices.)
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Perfectly complimentary while still being different, The YoniToy® has been born!
Having been unable to find anything similar in the “Toy” market, I am honoured to be able to put
forward to women, this superb and effective intimate jewel. 
Finding it a pity to only offer one dental floss for the wonderful use of the Yoni Eggs and, quite
frankly, a woman's intimate parts deserve better than that... I came up with the idea of making
The YoYo Chain, adaptable to all the Yoni Eggs with a simple motion.

So here are two extensions for The Yoni Eggs. These two integrating jewels have been made out
of  950 silver  by an artisan jeweller  in  France,  who has  followed by designs,  with love and
conscience,  manually in small quantities. All pieces are formed and carved by hand,  there is
no casting involved.

950 Silver
The part of  The YoniToy® that has been made from 950 silver is important, both for it's
shape and use, but also for the energetic quality of the combination.
Not only do silver and copper hold no toxicity for the mucous membrane, but they also hold
many different qualities. Note 1
A metal which is often associated with the moon, silver is the metal of Magic, of transformation...
Artemis, the Goddess of the moon, hunts with silver arrows. Amazonian, wild and rebellious,
Artemis is  a free hunter,  independent  from all  men.  Diana-Artemis,  Goddess of Women and
Virgins (meaning non-perverted innocence), she protects women from violence, and sexual  or
emotional wounds using her silver arrows. She also heals by aiming at and touching the wound
herself.  Artemis  with  her  silver  arrows  tracks  energetic  distortions  and  rehabilitates  the
Frequency of Truth. So it is Mythology which has shown us that silver heals a woman's intimate
wounds. Note 2
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Artemis. Amazone Walkyrie and silver arrows…
A number of different legends tell us that silver is a metal that protects, it is capable of making
evil forces (vampires, werewolves, demons...) flee. This is because of it's effect on the nervous
system and on the psyche.
Silver is an element which calms the nervous system. So, we use it to calm nervous breakdowns,
to calm trembling ( Parkinson's disease, Hyperventilation syndrome...) and also to help control
OCD (Obsessive-compulsive disorder).
Silver allows you to develop your intuition, to connect to your unconscious and to perceive your
environment with more tranquillity. Allowing you to free and to show emotions which have been
frozen,  it  brings  you a dynamic  stability  to  your  energy flow.  It  also has  a  direct  action  on
sensibility, including vaginal sensibility and it's perceptions.
Silver, as an energetic regulator, works in synergy with the stones of  The  YoniToy®. It will
bring you self-confidence by healing traumas and energetic obstruction.

Copper,  which makes  up for 5% of the combination,  is  also a key element  for health.  This
element helps digest trauma and heals inflammations. It revitalises and reheats. Silver and copper
are both great  conductors  of  energy,  including electricity  and heat.  The  YoniToy® which is
made from 950 silver, is going to be a powerful anchoring tool!

The  YoniToy® also consists of a  surgical stainless steel ball,  onto which the silver caps are
screwed. This allows to work with the weight. ( See further on in the text.)

For the special qualities of the stones with which the Yoni Eggs are made, I invite you to read the
relative texts which can be downloaded on the website. 

Through the rehabilitation  of  the link with the Earth,  The YoniToy® also allows the cosmo
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telluric  pulsations  to circulate  freely within the body;  which is  a necessary condition  for the
Ascension Process. This double Anchor work is explained in the Livre 2, La Matrice

Wearing a YoniToy® and playing with it's presence, reinforces and stabilises the energetic
body.  This  can be  measured  with  Kinesiological  (human kinetics)  tests,  or  by  bio-field
count.
All  sensitive  women  will  immediately  regain  anchorage  and  energy.  This  is  capital  for  the
therapists.

Note 1: 950 silver is a combination of silver and 5% copper. 950 silver is non-toxic and compatible with the mucous
membrane. Silver is used in certain dental amalgams. It is stainless because of the sulphurous parts. Implanting an
intramuscular silver plate will stabilise thanks to the sulphurous proteins which leads to only moderate inflammation.
It  is  non-toxic.  Unoxidised  elemental  silver  (  Ag°)  is  inactive  regarding  living  organisms.  In  case  of  surface
oxidation, there will be high anti-germ activity.

Note 2:  Artemis, an Amazonian Walkyrie,  was part of Râ's militia. Ra's militia became The hyperborean Elves
Lineage which was at the origin of the Lineage of the Grail. It is the Elves Archangels of the Solar Empire of Mu.
This  is  explained in  Le Livre de ŠhaMuRâ, le Šecret  des  dieux.  (Book of  ShaMuRâ,  the secret  of  the Gods).
Artemis-Diana is also one of the Walkyries of Nordic mythology. She is one of the great transgalactic warriors in the
Service of Redemption. The Truth Frequency is a major subject in the Book of ShaMuRâ, the Secret of the Gods.

et his Black Rainbow Dragon Yoni Egg!

The YoniToy® allows an interchangeable use between the different qualities of the semi-precious
stones with which the Yoni Eggs are made. It is available with two Eggs, one of them made from
rainbow obsidian is made especially for The YoniToy. Its shape with waves carved into the stone
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is intended for a massage that will give energetic effects and sensations different to those given
by the Eggs that are not carved.
Of course this new Black Rainbow Yoni Egg, can be used on it's own or with the YoYo Chain.

The Black Rainbow Dragon Yoni Egg
Rainbow obsidian, sell with The YoniToy®
Light in the heart of stone... The Black Egg for Magicians and Wild women.
With it's capacity to allow the connection with Elders Female Memories,  the Black Rainbow
Yoni Egg has the major quality of encouraging women to let their True Nature reveal itself. The
Goddess  Woman,  as  old  as  Humanity  and  possessing  the  creative  Force,  Wisdom  and
Knowledge, acts and lives through today woman who loves.
A very good anchor stone, it is a key to the care and energy benefits that it brings to the Yoni. It
is a stone of introspection and of Devine connection, to be used with respect. The perfect addition
to the YoniToy and to Presence Yoga, it allows you to reach your inner-self. 
It accompanies women on their road to autonomy, while enlightening their sacrificial attitudes to
submission and confusion notably through their sexuality. With its capacity to transmute and to
heal our flaws, so it is a protective stone.
Connecting the sexual root chakra to the crown chakra and the third eye, it's not also called the
Celestial  Eye for nothing!
It helps us join our sexual energy to our divinity, and allows our divinity to heal the traumas
provoked by intrusion.
With the qualities Ying-Yang, light and dark, joining what is Up and what is Down, the female
and the male, all this makes the Black Rainbow Yoni Egg a key anchoring tool to bring back
and keep our dynamic balance and unity. 
To sum up, the Black Rainbow Yoni Egg brings and feeds the qualities of the Quiet Strength...

The Red Dragon Yoni Egg, in Red Jasper is available too, in limited edition.

How does The   YoniToy  ®   “  work”?
This intimate jewel, allows you to work on the entire genital area, it is efficient while procuring
delicious sensations inside and out, it can be used quite discreetly at any time of the day.
In the first set, the YoniToy is accompanied by two Yoni Eggs.
The Yoni Egg lodges in the vagina, against and just behind the G-spot, and the mobile ball stays
against the entrance of the vagina.
The ball itself, made out of stainless steel, is heavy! This allows the exercises and the sensitive
effects. It's steel cap has been hammered and worked so it is embossed with a motif that will help
give some lovely sensations. Also, with the weight of the ball, the shapes and precise positions of
the different articulated parts of the YoniToy®, a slight tightening and un-tightening of the vagina
and of the PC muscles will  give way to a cascade of effects;  notably thanks to the different
pressures brought on by heavy steel balls movements; Sitting, lying down or walking all produce
different sensations. :) 

I won't go into details here, I know that all women are creative and will know what to do just by
reading the guide. 
The Anointing Intimacy Solar Oil, Huile Consolatrice Intimité, is recommended to accompany
the use of these products.
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So, the YoniToy®, is for everything, working the PC muscles, giving wonderful sensations, wake
up the entire genital zone. This is a Presence Yoga which mobilises sexual energy and helps it
circulate.

The YoniToy® can be used for a short while, or for a longer time, one day, one night... I suggest
that you listen to yourself. To begin with I believe it is best to use it for a small amount of time.
The invigorating effect is incredible, and is strongly felt thanks to the sensation of vitality that
will last for hours when the YoniToy® has been worn then removed.

It is important to take it apart and wash it after each use.

It is possible that it won't “stay put”, this is not a problem, it's part of the Game! It is up to the
woman to play with her PC muscles to keep it in place longer and longer; but also to be able to
remove it in one push-relax movement. Be careful not to lose it in the toilets, this is also part of
the Game.
Enjoy!

The  YoniToy® can be taken completely apart! This facilitates cleaning (hygiene is paramount)
and allows you to change the Yoni Egg. 

Delivered in  it's  box made from Thuya  wood,  custom-
made  by  craftsmen  in  Morocco  and  lacquered  with
natural Arabian rubber, each box contains two Eggs: The
Black Rainbow and an other Egg of your choosing. Each
Yoni Eggs available on my website can  also be used. 
The box also contains a cushion which is used as a travel
bag and a  piece of material  which is  used to  dry after
cleaning.

There  is  also  room in  the  box  for  the YoYo  Chain®,
which is sold separately.

        

Guide to use and maintenance
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Take apart the  YoniToy® (unscrew the two ends), put it in cold water and bring slowly to the
boil. Once the water reaches boiling point turn off the heat and leave to cool down. I also suggest
that you brush the silver parts with some soap. I do this with my electric tooth brush. Then, rinse
well,  dry and put  back together.  You must  do this  between each use.  The piece  of material
provided let's you leave the YoniToy® to dry in it's box.

BEWARE! The silver screws are strong and are there to be screwed and unscrewed often.
You must not force them. I suggest you lightly turn the screw the wrong way before turning
it the right way to make sure the screw holes coincide.  If the holes are not opposite each
other the screw may become bent. I draw your attention to this because  I do not provide an
after  sale service. However, if the pieces get warped, I may be able to provide new ones, but
at a certain price.

The YoYo Chain
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This is also made from 950 silver and is handmade; each silver cap is cut and hammered, piece
by piece, by an artisan jeweller.
Length: 14 cm, the chain's diameter: 3.2 mm, it adapts to all the different types of Yoni Egg,
only the  types  with the  larger  hole.  These  are  the  only types  that  I  am having made at  the
moment.

So, The YoYo Chain replaces floss, and will certainly make many people happy! :) Yes, because
until now, all this stuff with threads was just DIY, not very sensual at all, and quite complicated.
The Chain adapts perfectly to the Yoni Egg once it is in place, and allows YoYo games... it also
allows you to remove the Egg. 
The  Anointing Intimate Oil,  Huile Consolatrice Intimité, is  perfect  to  be used during these
practices.
Know that a chain or a thread is not necessarily needed for  The  Yoni Egg to accomplish it's
mission (See the relative texts which can be downloaded on my website). The fact that it goes
through the vagina's entrance, allows for some lovely sensations...

Delivered without an Egg, in a little transport bag (which can fit one Yoni Egg), there is also a
piece of material to be used for cleaning and drying.

Guide to use and maintenance
Like The Yoni Eggs,  The YoniToy and The Magic Lingam, you must put it in cold water and
bring it slowly to the boil. Once the water reaches boiling point turn the heat of and leave it to
cool down. I also suggest that you brush it with soap and rinse well. I regularly do this with my
electric tooth brush. Clean between each use. The piece of material allows you to dry it and the
Egg.

They can be made from gold and/or precious stones, on request.

Important remarks:
1) The  YoniToy®,  is delivered with two  Yoni eggs, which can be adapted with the silver
jewel, the Rainbow Dragon is the second choice. It is an adjustable jewel. Please indicate
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which Yoni Egg you would like when you order.

2) Most of the  Yoni Eggs which are on my site, and have the large holes, will be able to
adapt to the jewel; however, they are there  for their own uses and not necessarily to
be used with the YoniToy®. When an order for a Yoni Egg destined to enrich your
collection with the YoniToy®, is made, I will test them with the silver jewels before
sending them. You must indicate in your order if the Yoni Egg you want is for the
YoniToy.

3)  The YoniToy®, like the Magic Lingam and the Yoni Eggs, is to be used respectfully, by
consenting adults, and cannot be used in any other way than what it has been made for and
what I have talked about on this website.

Note: The online texts are available to all, I hope they will be respected. If you wish to use them,
I ask for them to be quoted in their entirety and that their source be indicated.

© Tous droits réservés Adevaya
MYRHA-Françoise Leskens

Domaine de Barberousse - 09300 Bénaix - Tel. : 05 61 01 18 02
Site Internet : www.onction-adevaya.com

E.mail : contact@onction-adevaya.com
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